BOLD signal increase preceeds EEG spike activity--a dynamic penicillin induced focal epilepsy in deep anesthesia.
In 40-60% of cases with interictal activity in EEG, fMRI cannot locate any focus or foci with simultaneous EEG/fMRI. In experimental focal epilepsy, a priori knowledge exists of the location of the epileptogenic area. This study aimed to develop and to test an experimental focal epilepsy model, which includes dynamic induction of epileptic activity, simultaneous EEG/fMRI, and deep anesthesia. Reported results are from seven pigs (23 +/- 2 kg) studied under isoflurane anesthesia (1.2-1.6 MAC, burst-suppression EEG) and muscle relaxant. Hypo- and hypercapnia were tested in one pig. Penicillin (6000 IU) was injected via a plastic catheter (inserted into the somatosensory cortex) during fMRI (GRE-EPI, TE = 40 ms, 300 ms/two slices, acquisition delay 1700 ms) in 1.5 T (N = 6). Epileptic spikes between acquisition artifacts were reviewed and EEG total power calculated. Cross-correlation between voxel time series and three model functions resembling induced spike activity were tested. Activation map averages were calculated. Development of penicillin induced focal epileptic activity was associated with linear increase and saturation up to approximately 10-20%, in BOLD activation map average. Its initial linear increase reached 2.5-10% at the appearance of the first distinguished spike in ipsilateral EEG in all six animals. Correlated voxels were located mainly in the vicinity of the penicillin injection site and midline, but few in the thalamus. In conclusion, development of focal epileptic activity can be detected as a BOLD signal change, even preceding the spike activity in scalp EEG. This experimental model contains potential for development and testing different localization methods and revealing the characteristic time sequence of epileptic activity with fMRI during deep anesthesia.